HELPFUL MEASURING TOOLS
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Guidelines for
Templating a
shower enclosure
Ordering the correct size enclosure is
the first step to a proper installation.
The drawings on the following pages are
designed to help you provide us with
this information.
The final pages can be used to sketch
your layout or use the templates
provided. Included below are helpful
tips and recommendations for obtaining
the needed measurements.

Tape Measure

Pencil

left wall leans out 1/2"
also known as out

Angle Finder
OMG Measuring Sheet
Measuring Checklist

1/2"Plumb line

Measuring must be done after finished wall material is completed. Measure
each width or centerline middle of threshold as demonstrated by arrowed
lines.
Remember to allow for the body of the measuring tape.
Measure maximum height fom top to tubdeck or threshold to top of tile or
fiber glass walls. This measurement wil assist OMG in selecting the most
appropriate standard height from OMG pricelist. Custom heighs are also
available. Steam tight units are designed to fill the entire opening.
Check all surfaces (including top of buttress (if applicable) and walls for level. If
any surface is out of level 3/8" or more a tapered filler is recommended. For
Framless units the glass will be be cut accordingly. Please indicate on the
drawing where out of level condition exist.
Indicate showerhead position on drawing with an X.

Please take a moment to review. We can
never have to much information
regarding your application.

OVER HEAD VIEW

i.e. 56 1/2"

level
i.e. 56"

Tub

OVER HEAD VIEW

For the Non-standard Measuring
A. Centerline dimensions of the threshold
B. Height of the buttress (if applicable)
C. Center dimension of the return panel
D. Maximum height the application will accept
E. Notch width (if applicable)
F. Degree of angle(s) on any return panel
G. Indicate what height unit you prefer
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Tub Deck drops 1/2"
must be noted
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level line
Note: Indicate on drawing where door
and panel(s) are located and where
shower head is postioned. Also please
indicate any out of plumb/level
conditions.
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edge of bench
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When customer service is performed with passion - the results speaks for themselves

actual tub deck

MEASUREMENTS FOR YOUR

NEO-ANGLE OR 90 DEGREE CORNER SHOWER ENCLOSURE

requested
unit height

requested
unit height

actual wall
height

actual wall
height

Must note any
different angle
then Standard
135 degree

Must note any
different angle
then Standard 90
degree

Please mark all out of level conditions that apply on the
drawing as shown on the example on page 1.
Measure each width or centerline (middle of threshold) as
demonstrated by arrowed lines. Remember to allow for the
body of the tape measure

Ordering Information
OMG Unit number
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OMG Standard height

Available wall height
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Glass style

Frame color
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MEASUREMENTS FOR YOUR

TUB or SHOWER ENCLOSURE

requested
unit height

actual wall
height

actual wall
height

measure
top
middle

requested
unit height

Tub

Most fiborglass units have a radius where the tub/deck/
threshold surface and wall meet. Please measure the bottom
width apporoximately 1" above the tub/deck/threshold surface

Shower Pan
Please mark all out of level conditions that apply on the
drawing as shown on the example on page 1.
Measure each width or centerline (middle of threshold) as
demonstrated by arrowed lines. Remember to allow for the
body of the tape measure

Ordering Information
OMG Unit number
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OMG Standard height

Available wall height
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Glass style

Frame color
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DESIGN YOUR OMG NON-STANDARD TUB OR SHOWER ENCLOSURE

FRONT VIEW
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TOP VIEW
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